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prehistory of australia wikipedia - the prehistory of australia is the period between the first human habitation of the
australian continent and the colonization of australia in 1788 which marks the start of consistent documentation of australia,
jstor viewing subject archaeology - jstor is part of ithaka a not for profit organization helping the academic community use
digital technologies to preserve the scholarly record and to advance research and teaching in sustainable ways, jstor
viewing subject anthropology - jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and primary sources, last word
archive new scientist - during the recent total solar eclipse in the us i overlapped my hands using the gaps between my
fingers to form pinholes just before the start of totality someone noticed that the shadows formed through this pinhole
camera onto a whiteboard were so sharp that the individual hairs on my arms were visible, orion magazine dark ecology paul kingsnorth is a writer and poet living in cumbria england he is the author of several books including the poetry collection
kidland and his fictional debut the wake winner of the gordon burn prize and the bookseller book of the year award
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